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Project Goals: Many protein design applications, including synthetic gene entanglement designs,
rely on protein fitness models that predict protein function based on their amino acid sequence.
This project aims to reduce the amount of data that the model requires to make reliable functional
predictions for a protein by including sequences of evolutionarily related proteins as additional
input.
Abstract Text:
There are several approaches to predict functional properties of a given protein from the protein’s
amino acid sequence. Existing machine learning-based models of protein fitness typically learn
from either unlabeled, evolutionarily related sequences or variant sequences with experimentally
measured labels. To reduce the amount of data that the model requires to make reliable functional
predictions for a protein, recent work has suggested methods for combining both sources of
information including evolutionary and experimental data.
Toward that goal, we propose a simple combination approach that is competitive with, and on
average outperforms more sophisticated methods. Our approach uses ridge regression on sitespecific amino acid features combined with a probability density feature from modeling the
evolutionary data. Within this approach, we find that a variational autoencoder-based probability
density model showed the best overall performance regardless which evolutionary density model
was used. Moreover, our analysis highlights the importance of systematic evaluation and sufficient
baseline. In addition to evolutionary and assay-labeled data, we also demonstrate that our
combination approach can be extended to include protein structure information to further improve
fitness prediction.
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